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ABSTRACT
As cybersecurity threats evolve, cloud computing defenses must

adapt to face new challenges. Unfortunately, due to resource shar-

ing, cloud computing platforms open the door for insider attacks,
which consist of malicious actions from cloud authorized users

(e.g., clients of an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud) target-

ing the co-hosted users or the underlying provider environment.

Virtual machine (VM) migration is a Moving Target Defense (MTD)

technique to mitigate insider attacks effects, as it provides VMs

positioning manageability. However, there is a clear demand for

studies quantifying the security benefits of VM migration-based

MTD considering different system architecture configurations. This

paper tries to fill such a gap by presenting a Stochastic Reward Net

model for the security evaluation of a VM migration-based MTD.

The security metric of interest is the probability of attack success.

We consider multiple architectures, ranging from one physical ma-

chine pool (without MTD) up to four physical machine pools. The

evaluation also considers the unavailability due to VM migration.

The key contributions are i) a set of results highlighting the proba-

bility of insider attacks success over time in different architectures

and VM migration schedules, and ii) suggestions for selecting VMs

as candidates for MTD deployment based on the tolerance levels

of the attack success probability. The results are validated against

simulation results to confirm the accuracy of the model.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security andprivacy→Distributed systems security; •Com-
puting methodologies → Model development and analysis;
• Computer systems organization → Availability;

KEYWORDS
Moving Target Defense, VM migration, Migration-based Dynamic

Platform, Availability, Stochastic Petri Nets
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1 INTRODUCTION
Despite being widely studied in the last years, recent surveys

show that cloud computing security still requires further improve-

ments [11][24]. One of the most challenging issues in cloud com-

puting security is the asymmetric advantage of the attackers. The
economic cost for building robust defenses is (usually) higher than

the cost for conducting a cybersecurity attack [5]. Moreover, the

attackers can exploit a single system vulnerability, while the de-

fenders should protect the system from all possible attack vectors.

Moving Target Defense (MTD) [15] reduces the asymmetric ad-
vantage by applying dynamic environment reconfiguration aiming

at defending or thwarting attacks [7]. The key idea is to continu-

ously shift the attack surface to increase complexity for the envi-

ronment reconnaissance or react to attacks dynamically [21].

A usual strategy for MTD in the cloud is VM migration [28]. The

standard approach is to move VMs to prevent them from attacking

co-resident VMs, or the underlying physical host [31][22]. However,

there is a need for evaluation approaches to quantify the security

benefits and availability impact when adopting different scheduling

of VM migration as MTD against insider attacks (i.e., MTD timing

problem [23]).

Wang et al. [31] proposed an algorithm for selecting proper

MTD timing to minimize the associated costs. Their work provided

insights on how to evaluate different MTD timing approaches. Pen-

ner and Guirguis [22] proposed a set of MTD mechanisms against

Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) policy attacks. Our work considers a

similar threat model, but instead of MAB policies, we consider a

multi-stage attack (i.e., the attacker may first reconnoiter the envi-

ronment before launching the attack). Connell et al. [9] presented a

Markov model for performance evaluation of an MTD deployment

in a virtualized environment. Their work provided insights on i)

how to model the MTD problem and ii) validation through simula-

tion. Unlike these works, we decided to follow a straightforward

approach of applying the usual VM migration scheduling as MTD

(i.e., without requiring specificMTD implementations of third-party

https://doi.org/10.1145/3412841.3441899
https://doi.org/10.1145/3412841.3441899
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software). Moreover, our analysis aims at comparing different en-
vironmental configurations (i.e., different system architectures and

VM migration scheduling), showing their benefits and drawbacks

regarding availability and probability of attack success. Further-

more, we propose tolerance level metric in our analysis. Based on

the probability of attack success tolerated levels, tolerance levels
support the selection of VMs as candidates for MTD deployment

based on their expected runtime.

This paper presents a Stochastic Reward Net (SRN) model for

the evaluation of the probability of insider attack success in an

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud with MTD based on VMmi-

gration scheduling. The main goal is to evaluate the availability and

security of the MTD deployment in different scenarios. These sce-

narios comprise different system architectures (i.e., set of available

physical machine pools) and different VM migration scheduling

policies.

The considered MTD aims at moving the attacker’s VM between

the available physical machine pools. Each physical machine pool

has a unique hypervisor. Our threat model considers that the hy-

pervisor is the target of the insider attack. Therefore, each time

we move the VM, the attacker needs to reconnoiter the hypervisor

variant before proceeding.

The following research questions guided this research:

• RQ1: What is the attack success probability reduction when

using different system architectures?

• RQ2: What is the availability and attack success probability

impact due to different VM migration scheduling?

• RQ3: What is the time required for the system to reach a

specific attack success probability (i.e., tolerance level) consid-
ering different architectures and VM migration scheduling?

To address these questions, we evaluated two case studies. The

first focuses on reducing the attack success probability when en-

larging the system architecture from one physical machine pool to

four physical machine pools. The second case study investigates

the reduction of the attack success probability varying the VM mi-

gration scheduling. We considered policies with 30 minutes, 1 hour,
6 hours, 12 hours and 24 hours between VM migrations. Our results

highlight the tradeoff between availability and security. For exam-

ple, applying the policy 30 minutes in a system with four physical

machine pools, the probability of attack success at 24 hours is less

than 1%. When applying the policy 12 hours in the same conditions,

the probability is 23%. However, the system downtime due to VM

migrations at 24 hours is about 8 seconds for the policy 12 hours
and 3 minutes for the policy 30 minutes.

Up to our knowledge, this is the first paper to investigate how

different environmental configurations affect the security and avail-

ability levels of an IaaS cloud with VM migration scheduling as

MTD against insider attacks. VM migration scheduling is already

used in other contexts, such as software rejuvenation [3], load bal-

ancing [13], and sustainability [12]. Our contribution may be of

interest to system managers who intend to design multi-objective

VM migration scheduling policies.

The subsequent parts of this paper are organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 presents the assumptions behind this research and Section 3

discusses the SRN model proposed. Section 4 presents the case

studies. Section 5 presents the model’s validation using simulation.

Section 6 presents some threats for validity and limitations of our

work. Section 7 discusses related work. Finally, Section 8 presents

conclusions and future work directions.

2 ASSUMPTIONS
The assumptions of this work are divided into three groups. The

first (Section 2.1) is related to system architecture. The second

(Section 2.2), is the threat model considered. The last (Section 2.3)

is related to the Moving Target Defense approach considered.

2.1 System Architecture
We consider a set of architectures, ranging from 1N (with one

physical machine pool - baseline) up to 4N 1
(with four different

physical machine pools). Figure 1 displays the system configuration

for a 2N architecture. The considered architecture has the following

characteristics:

(1) Each physical machine pool has its unique hypervisor variant

(hypervisor is the target of the attacker’s insider attack).
(2) It is possible to migrate VMs between the physical machine

pools.

(3) Each physical machine pool has at least one physical machine

available to receive migrations.

PM1 pool PM2 pool

PM1 host1 PM1 hostN

...

PM2 host1 PM2 hostN

...
VM

VM migration

Attacker’s

Insider
attack

PM1 hypervisor
variant

PM1 hypervisor
variant

PM2 hypervisor
variant

PM2 hypervisor
variant

Figure 1: System configuration - 2N architecture

2.2 Threat Model
The attacker has authorized control of one VM in the environment.

The attacker goal is to perform an insider attack targeting the

underlying hypervisor
2
, which is the middleware between the VMs

and the physical host.

When assuming the control of the hypervisor, the attacker can
monitor or compromise co-resident VMs. We assume that the at-
tacker will not resign until the attack success. The insider attack has
two phases: i) reconnaissance - when the attacker tries to identify

the hypervisor variant of the host; and ii) attack - when the attacker
starts to perform malicious actions against the host hypervisor.

In the attack phase, the attacker adopts a try-and-error approach.

1
We decided to scale the model up to 4N because we found that there are four major

hypervisors (i.e., the target of the attack) used in server environments - Xen, Hyper-V,

ESXi, KVM.

2
Note that some research works may refer to this attack as VM escape [34].
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Consequently, the longer the time spent on the same physical host,

the greater the chance of attack success. Besides, once the attacker
reconnoiters the host’s hypervisor, it is possible to continue the try-

and-error approach, ignoring the failed attempts (i.e., the attacker
accumulates knowledge).

2.3 MTD defense
The adopted MTD consists of a time-based VM migration policy

that moves the attacker’s VM between the available physical ma-

chine pools
3
. The MTD goal is to reduce the probability of attack

success through dynamic changes in the attack target (i.e., hypervi-

sor variant of the physical host). In particular, we consider the VM

migration between heterogeneous hypervisors [16].

Focusing on simplifying the MTD deployment, the VM migra-

tion policy follows a circular approach for any of the considered

architectures. The circular approach consists of migrating the VM

from one physical machine (PM) pool to the next physical machine

pool. For example, let us suppose that the attacker is in the PM1

pool in a 3N architecture. We first migrate the VM from the PM1

pool to the PM2 pool. Then, from PM2 to PM3, in the next migration

round. Finally, from PM3 to PM1, restarting the VMmigration cycle.

The adoption of other migration schemes (e.g., random) is one of

our future works.

For illustration purposes, consider the following example. Fig-

ure 2 shows an attack and defense flow in a 2N architecture. The

Stage 1 is the initial state. We suppose that the VM of the attacker is

in the PM1 pool. After the reconnaissance phase, the attacker starts
the attack phase. The time spent in the attack phase is counted as

attack progress. Then, the VM migration schedule arrives, moving

the VM of the attacker from the PM1 pool to the PM2 pool, thus

starting Stage 2.
In Stage 2, the attacker follows the same approach of Stage

1. As before, the attacker has no accumulated knowledge about

the PM2 pool environment and has to start the attack from the

beginning. Finally, when the schedule for VM migration arrives

again, the VM is moved back to the PM1 pool (Stage 3). In Stage 3,
after reconnaissance, the attacker leverages from the accumulated

knowledge to finish the attack.

We are aware that the detection of an attacker in the environment

is a rather difficult task. Besides, if the attacker is detected, it is more

straightforward to delete the attacker’s VM instead of migrating

it. However, our strategy supposes that the attacker is undetected,
has privacy rights, and has authorized access to a VM. Thus, a

concern may arise on deciding which VMs should follow the MTD

policy. System managers may leverage our tolerance levels results
to select VMs as candidates for MTD deployment based on their

expected runtime. Nevertheless, this MTD deployment may have

a non-negligible impact on system performance and availability.

We studied the availability impact on Section 4.2. The performance

impact is yet to be studied.

The proposed MTD brings benefits as it is easy to use (assuming

that VM migration is a common task in IaaS cloud management).

However, unless we have very frequent migrations, which may

affect VM availability, the attacker will eventually be successful.

3
In other papers (e.g., [33]), this approach is named as Migration-based Dynamic

Platform.

Hopefully, the MTD may provide valuable extra time to enhance

the defensive mechanisms against insider attacks.

PM1 pool

PM1 time

PM1 attack progress

Reconnaissance

phase
Attack phase

PM2 pool

VM migration

PM2 time

PM2 attack progress

PM1 pool

PM1 time

PM1 attack progress

PM2 pool

PM2 time

PM2 attack progress

PM1 pool

PM1 time

PM1 attack progress

PM2 pool

PM2 time

PM2 attack progress

Attack success Attacker’s VM

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Figure 2: Example of attack and defense flow - 2N architec-
ture

3 MODEL
The proposed model has two submodels: a) Clock model and b)

Systemmodel (see Figure 3). The models interact through the guard

functions described in Table 1
4
. For simplicity, this section presents

only the models related to the 2N architecture. Nevertheless, we

consider up to the 4N architecture in our evaluations.We emphasize

that each architecture has its model. All the models follow the same

approach used in the 2N architecture model. The only difference is

that the other architectures 3N and 4N have three and four physical

machine pools, respectively. 1N architecture has only one physical

machine pool and does not support VM migration. Nevertheless,

we added the results from 1N architecture as baseline results.

Table 1: Guard functions

Guard Enabling function
𝐺𝑓 1 (#VMMigPM1_2>0) OR (#VMMigPM2_1>0)

𝐺𝑓 2 (#Schedule>0)

The Clock model represents the system component responsible

for triggering VM migration. To assure that the model represents

the predefined VMmigration scheduling, transition Trigger adopts
a deterministic firing delay. Its firing delay is the configured delay

4
Guard functions are Boolean expressions evaluated based on the net current marking.

They disable the associated transition when the boolean expression returns false.
(#P>0) expression returns true if the number of tokens in the place P is greater than
zero (otherwise, it returns false).
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Figure 3: SRN model for probability of attack success evaluation (2N architecture)

between VMmigrations. Thus, transition Trigger firing represents
that the system reached the time interval for VM migration. Tran-

sition Trigger firing removes a token from place Counting to the

place Schedule, thus activating guard function 𝐺𝑓 2.

𝐺𝑓 2 enables the firing of transitions related to VMmigration (i.e.,

MigPM1_2_1, MigPM1_2_2, MigPM2_1_1 and MigPM2_1_2). These
transitions firing put a token in place VMMigPM1_2 or place VM-
MigPM2_1, indicating that the VM migration is in progress. In this

situation, the system clock starts the time counting for the next mi-

gration (i.e., transition ResetClock firing). Transition ResetClock
firing moves the token from place Schedule to the place Counting
restarting the cycle of Clock model.

The System model in Figure 3 represents the 2N architecture.

Transitions and places related to the PM1 pool have an explicit

mention to PM1. Transitions and places related to the PM2 pool

have PM2 in their names.

In this model, we consider that the attacker’s VM is initially in the

PM1 pool (place Arrival_PM1 with one token). From this state, we

have two possibilities. The first is when the VM migration schedule

arrives before the attacker finishes the reconnaissance phase. In this

case, obeying 𝐺𝑓 2, the token from place Arrival_PM1 is moved

to place VMMigPM1_2 through transition MigPM1_2_1 firing. The

second possibility is that the attacker finishes the reconnaissance
phase (transition Recon_PM1 firing). Transition Recon_PM1 firing

removes the token from pĺace Arrival_PM1 and puts a token in

place Attack_PM1.
Following the same approach of our previous work [27], we

model the attack phase using a four-phase Erlang sub-net. The

Erlang sub-net has the immediate transition AtkPM1, transition
AtkPM1_Prog, and the places AtkPM1_Remaining and AtkPM1_Sta-
tus. There are two reasons for this choice. First, we need to preserve
the attack progress even after a VM migration. Thus, we need a

model with a enabling memory policy [18]. The Erlang sub-net

(specifically the place AtkPM1_Status) serves as a memory of the

attack progress. Secondly, a four-phase Erlang sub-net can repre-

sent an Increasing Failure Rate (IFR) [29]. As mentioned before,

the attacker adopts a try-and-error approach. Thus, the attack suc-

cess probability increases as long as the attacker stays in a specific

physical machine pool. Therefore, we approximate this increas-

ing probability using the four-phase Erlang sub-net. It is worth

highlighting that previous works also adopted hypoexponential

distributions to represent IFR [17][26].

Transition AtkPM1 immediately fires when place Attack_PM1
receives a token. Transition AtkPM1 firing swaps5 the token in the

place Attack_PM1, and puts four tokens (representing the number

of phases) in the place AtkPM1_Remaining. This event represents
the start of the attack phase. Each transition AtkPM1_Prog firing

represents that the attack is progressing. Note that the transition

AtkPM1_Prog is only enabled when we have tokens in the place

AtkPM1_Remaining (representing that the attack phase is not over)

and place Attack_PM1 (indicating that the VM of the attacker is

still in the PM1 pool). Transition AtkPM1_Prog moves tokens from

place AtkPM1_Remaining to place AtkPM1_Status.
Transition AtkPM1_Success immediately fires when the place

AtkPM1_Status receives the fourth token. Transition AtkPM1_-
Success firing collects four tokens from place AtkPM1_Status and
puts one token in the place PM1_Compromised. This event denotes
that the attacker successfully compromised a physical machine in

the PM1 pool.

We put an inhibitor arc
6
from place PM1_Compromised to transi-

tion AtkPM1. This inhibitor arc denotes that the attacker does not

5
Receives and gives back

6
An arc terminating in a circle instead of an arrowhead
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need to pass the try-and-error approach again once the system is

compromised.

Timely VM migrations delay the attack success. Lets suppose

that the attacker is on the attack phase in PM1 pool (place At-
tack_PM1 with one token). As transition MigPM1_2_1, the transi-
tion MigPM1_2_2 also has embedded guard function𝐺𝑓 2. Therefore,

when the system reaches the time for VM migration, it moves the

attacker’s VM from a physical machine of PM1 pool to a physical

machine in the PM2 pool. This VM migration interrupts the at-
tack phase progress. Transition MigPM1_2_2 firing moves the token

from place Attack_PM1 to the place VMMigPM1_2. After the VM

migration downtime (transition Mig_Downtime), the VM arrives in

the PM2 pool (place Arrival_PM2 receives a token from transition

Mig_Downtime firing).
The attacking approach in the PM2 pool follows the same pro-

cedure described above. When the system triggers another VM

migration, the attacker’s VM is moved back to the PM1 pool. The

attacker can leverage the obtained knowledge from his first at-

tempts in the previous attack phase in the PM1 pool.

In the context of this paper, we used the proposed model to

evaluate VM migration as MTD. However, the approach used in

the model design may be valuable to evaluate other related MTD

mechanisms. For example, the use of IP address shuffling against a

persistent attacker.

Metrics computation. The main metric of interest is the proba-
bility of attack success. Assuming a 2N architecture, we compute

this metric by observing the transient probability of token pres-

ence in place PM1_Compromised or place PM2_Compromised. We

compute availability by observing the steady-state probability of

token presence in any of the following places: Arrival_PM1, At-
tack_PM1, Arrival_PM2, or Attack_PM2. Note that this evaluation
only covers the availability impacts due to VM migration schedul-

ing. Other dependability events as failures and repairs are out of

the scope.

4 CASE STUDIES
This section presents two case studies. The first one estimates the

probability of attack success in each proposed system architecture

(Section 4.1). The second shows the results considering different

VM migration scheduling policies (Section 4.2).

We used the TimeNet tool [35] for model design and evaluation.

Table 2 presents the default values used for our evaluations. We

obtained these values from the recent papers [26][6]. Note that

these values are only for reference and should be adapted whenever

measurement-based results are available. Nevertheless, we find

these values reasonable to represent the considered threat model

and MTD defense based on previous papers published in reputed

journals. We discuss this topic more in Section 6.

4.1 CS#1 - Varying number of available
physical machine pools

RQ1: What is the reduction in the probability of attack success when
using different system architectures?

Table 2: Parameters used in the timed transitions

Transition Description Delay
Trigger Time for VM migration 30 minutes

Recon_PM1, Re-
con_PM2

Reconnaissance phase 30 minutes

AtkPM1_Prog,
AtkPM2_Prog

Attack phase (Erlang) 6 hours*

Mig_Downtime,
Mig_Down-
time1

VM migration down-

time

4 seconds

* As we have four Erlang phases, attack phase total

delay is of 24 hours

Observing the threat model and proposed MTD (Section 2.1),

we can conclude that the higher is the number of available phys-

ical machine pools, the longer is the delay for an attack success.

However, this evaluation aims to quantify the reduction of attack

success when using the proposed system architectures. In practice,

this case study has two goals. The first is to evaluate how long the

system survives the attack. The second is to quantify the benefits

of enlarging the architecture.

Figure 4 presents the results of the probability of attack success

in different architectures. These results comprise the first fifteen

days (360 hours) of attacker presence in the environment.
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Figure 4: Probability of attack success - varying number of
available physical machine pools

The results from the architectures with MTD (i.e, 2N, 3N, and 4N )

are significant better than the results from the baseline architecture

(i.e., 1N ). As expected, the enlargement of the system architecture

produces a flattening effect in the probability of attack success curve.

However, the difference between the architectures with MTD is

less prominent.

For comparison purposes, Table 3 presents when the system

reaches 1%, 50%, and 90% of probability of attack success (i.e., toler-
ance levels) in each proposed architecture. These findings may help

to perceive the benefits of MTD deployment. The probability of an

attack success decays significantly in the MTD-enabled environ-

ment. We noticed that the smaller architecture with MTD (2N ) is
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about three times more secure7 than the baseline architecture in

the first week of attack presence (up to 168 hours).

Table 3: When the system reaches probability of attack suc-
cess of 1%, 50%, and 90% (tolerance levels)

Arch. 1% 50% 90%
Baseline 6 hours 23 hours 41 hours

2N 25 hours 106 hours 182 hours

3N 34 hours 135 hours 224 hours

4N 41 hours 161 hours 263 hours

RQ3: What is the time required for the system to reach a specific
attack success probability considering different architectures and VM

migration policies?
The results presented in Table 3 also provide a partial answer for

RQ3. Depending on the business model, system managers may be

more or less concerned about security. Thus, the system manager

may define appropriated tolerance levels of probability of attack

success for their respective environments. For example, in a busi-

ness with a high associated security risk, the system manager may

set the tolerance level at 1%. In this situation, assuming our evalua-

tion’s scope, the system should flag the VMs with expected runtime

above 6 hours as candidates for MTD deployment. After further

verification of other relevant aspects (e.g., verification of what the

client started the VM), the system manager can decide whether or

not such a VM should follow the VM migration scheduling.

Figure 5 presents the results of the reduction in the probability

of attack success. This reduction is the difference between the prob-

ability of attack success of each MTD architecture (2N, 3N, and 4N )

and the baseline architecture. As expected, 4N architecture pro-

vides a more significant reduction than the others. The interesting

conclusion is that, after fifteen days (i.e., 360 hours) of attacker pres-

ence in the environment, the reduction is less than 1%. Therefore,

in scenarios with VMs that impose long-running execution times

(above fifteen days), a 4N architecture is not enough to reduce the

probability of attack success. In such scenarios, we encourage the

system managers to apply alternative policies to mitigate the vul-

nerabilities related to insider attack. The deployment of periodical

software rejuvenation and routines to clean up the hypervisor may

improve system security in such scenarios.

4.2 CS#2 - Varying VM migration schedule - 4N
architecture

RQ2: What is the availability and probability of attack success
impact due to different VM migration scheduling policies?

In the previous case study, we noticed security improvements

due to the MTD deployment. However, as the MTD is based on

VM migration scheduling, MTD policies with frequent VM migra-

tions may also affect system availability. Clark et al. [8] show that,

even in live migration mode, each VM migration has an associated

downtime. In some cases, the accumulated VMmigration downtime

may be unacceptable. Thus, it is essential to evaluate different VM

migration schedules to verify MTD policies’ availability impact.

7
By secure we mean with lower probability of attack success.
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Figure 5: Reduction of probability of attack success due to
the number of available physical machine pools

The threat model and MTD defense impose a tradeoff between

security and availability. Therefore, more frequent migrations may

delay the attack success longer but also imposes more system down-

time. Moreover, less frequent migrations may reduce the system

downtime due to MTD policy, increasing the probability of attack

success.

Figure 6 presents the probability of attack success results for

different VM migration trigger intervals. Figure 7 presents the

reduction due to each VM migration scheduling policy. Due to

space limitations, this evaluation only presents the results of 4N
architecture.
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As expected, more frequentmigrations (e.g., VMmigration sched-

uling of 30 minutes and 1 hour) produce a more noticeable reduction

in the probability of attack success. In the first hours of attacker

presence, less frequent migration policies provide no significant

decrease in attack success probability. Besides that, Figure 7 shows

that less frequent migrations produce only a slight reduction effect

on the probability of attack success.

System managers may be interested in two aspects of the VM

migration scheduling when designing the MTD policy: i) System
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Table 4: Tolerance levels and system unavailability - Different VM migration schedules - 4N architecture

Trigger TL 1% TL 50% TL 90% Availability considering
VM migrations

Downtime in the first fifteen days
(due to VM migrations)

30 minutes 41 hours 161 hours 263 hours 0.997778 48 minutes

1 hour 24 hours 94 hours 152 hours 0.998889 24 minutes

6 hours 6 hours 54 hours 89 hours 0.999815 4 minutes

12 hours 6 hours 52 hours 83 hours 0.999907 2 minutes

24 hours 6 hours 23 hours 71 hours 0.999954 1 minute
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Figure 7: Reduction of probability of attack success due to
the variation on VMmigration trigger

availability, to understand how the VM migration scheduling af-

fects system downtime; and ii) when does the system reach the

tolerance level (TL) of the probability of attack success. We sum-

marized these results in Table 4.

In systems with tolerance level of 1%, the managers may adopt

MTD policies with more frequent migrations (e.g., VM migration

trigger of 30 minutes or 1 hour). Because the other ones provide no
security improvement when compared to the baseline results.

Availability results reveal a significant system downtime in sce-

narios with frequent migrations. On the other hand, the downtime

in the first fifteen days (i.e., 360 hours) in below 4 minutes when

using VM trigger above 6 hours. However, we highlight that the
downtime of each VM migration is usually short [8]. The VM mem-

ory state is preserved during VM migration. Therefore, VM migra-

tion downtime may produce a more severe impact in systems with

an intense load of external requests. In scenarios without a network

buffer, these requests will be lost due to environment unavailability

during migrations. Nevertheless, there may be scenarios where

this downtime is acceptable (e.g., systems that do not require high

availability).

5 VALIDATIONWITH SIMULATION RESULTS
Following the same idea of Connell et. al. [9], we implemented a

simulation environment using SimPy
8
. SimPy provides a simula-

tion framework using standard Python language. We used SimPy

to simulate the attack progress and the interruptions due to VM

8
Available at: https://simpy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

migration occurrence. We implemented the simulation script by

hand (i.e., without using automation or conversion frameworks).

The proposed model guided the simulation implementation, where

we used variables to store the system state and events to represent

the attack progress and VM migration.

Figure 8 presents: i) the comparison of model (black line) and

simulation (gray dashed line) results and ii) error - difference be-
tween the model and simulation results. The simulation results

dotted lines represent the 95% confidence interval. The results be-

low are only from the 2N architecture. However, the comparisons

between simulation and model results for the other architectures

have similar results.

The error is higher in scenarios with more frequent VM migra-

tions. In scenarios with more frequent VM migrations, the simu-

lation environment has to generate more events leading to more

accumulated errors. Nevertheless, in scenarios with less frequent

VM migrations, the error results are relatively low.

The error results remains under 0.2 in all considered scenarios

of VM migration scheduling. The maximum error for the policy 30
minutes is 0.151552, and the maximum error for the policy 1 hour
is 0.051828. For all the other scenarios, the maximum error is about
0.01. Figures 8(e), 8(g), and 8(i) show that the simulation results are

nearly the same of the model results.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY AND LIMITATIONS
Model-based evaluations are less accurate than measurement-based
evaluations [14]. However, model-based evaluation suits our needs

as we aim to evaluate different architectures, which may be a signif-

icant challenge for measurement-based evaluation. Besides that, as

presented in [25] and [20], model-based evaluation is helpful when

combining security and dependability metrics. As our research line

evaluates the probability of attack success and availability, Stochas-

tic Reward Net models seem to be a reasonable evaluation method.

The presented availability evaluation is limited. A more compre-

hensive availability evaluation of VM migration effects is needed

to understand a VM migration scheduling policy’s real impacts.

Two factors are missing in our evaluation. Firstly, other relevant

dependability events as failures, crashes, and software aging. Sec-

ondly, the VM migration failure probability. Despite these aspects’

relevance, note that this work’s focus is the security evaluation (i.e.,

probability of attack success evaluation). The inclusion of other

relevant aspects of VM migration scheduling may raise difficul-

ties (e.g., largeness [30]) in the model evaluation. An approach to

address this problem in the future is hierarchical compositions or

interacting SRN models [30].

https://simpy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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Figure 8: Model and simulation results - 2N architecture

We assumed default values for the attack and reconnaissance
phases duration. In the best scenario, we should have obtained

these parameters through experimentation. However, such experi-

mentation has a non-negligible associated cost. An approach is to

hire a red team [10] to test an real testbed. We decided to follow a

lower cost approach by collecting the parameters from published

papers. We noticed that similar approaches were used in several

papers of model-based security evaluations [19][32][1].

7 RELATEDWORKS
Mendonça et al. [19] presented a model for performability evalu-

ation of a system with a time-based Moving Target Defense. The

proposed MTD leverages Software-Defined Networking (SDN) to

perform the environment modifications. The authors neglect the

security improvement assessment due to MTD deployment. Un-

like their work, we focus on the security evaluation regarding the

probability of attack success.

Chen et al. [6] presented an SRN model for job finish time eval-

uation of a system with MTD based on VM Migration. The paper

offered relevant insights into our model design and parameteri-

zation. The presented results focus on the job finish time under

different conditions. Unlike their work, we focused on evaluating

the MTD effectiveness under different architectures and VM migra-

tion scheduling policies. By effectiveness, we mean a reduction in

the probability of attack success.

Cai et al. [4] presented a Petri Net (PN)model forMTD evaluation

and comparison. Their research was one of the first efforts to use

PN in the context of Moving Target Defense. Their work focuses on

the MTD deployment in a Web Server. Their metrics of interest are

related to performance (e.g., the average delay of service, system

throughput, and operational efficiency). The authors decided to

present their results showing the aspects of the model (e.g., number

of tokens on a place, throughput of timed transitions, and sojourn

times for tangible states). By adopting these results, it is possible

to extract the desired metrics. Unlike this approach, we decided to

deliver the results directly, instead of showing the model’s aspects.

We hope that this approach reduces the obstacles to understanding

our results. Finally, different from the authors, we present a security

and availability evaluation instead of a performance evaluation.

Connell et al. [9] presented comprehensive models for avail-

ability, security, and performance evaluation of an environment

with MTD. As our work, the authors also covered the probability

of attack success and availability in their evaluations. However,

we select a different modeling strategy. First, we explicitly used a

multi-stage attack as our threat model. Furthermore, we decided

to use an Erlang sub-net to represent the IFR related to the attack

phase.

Chang et al. [33] provided an SRN model for job completion time

evaluation in an MTD system that considers a virtualized platform

with Software DefinedNetworking capabilities. They also computed

the availability and probability of attack success. The main goal of

their paper is to investigate the MTD impact on job protection and

performance. The significant difference between our approach and

theirs is the threat model. In their work, they consider the attacker

to select the attack targets without accumulating knowledge. In

their threat model, the attacker is trying to compromise a specific

job. Besides, different from their work, we also present the tolerance
levels results, aiming to support managers’ decision-making.

Alavizadeh et al. [2] provided models for evaluating Shuffle and

Diversity MTD techniques in cloud computing environments. The

authors consider the probability of attack success but neglect avail-

ability evaluation. Besides that, their models adopt Hierarchical

Attack Representation Models (HARM). HARMmodels focus on the

security evaluation. Unlike their approach, we decided to use SRN

models, as they allow us to compute dependability and security

metrics using the same model.
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORKS
This paper presented an SRN model to evaluate the probability

of attack success and an MTD system’s availability based on VM

migration scheduling policies. We showed a set of case studies to

exercise our model. The obtained results show a tradeoff between

the probability of attack success and availability when using the

proposed MTD. The model is validated against simulation results.

Using the proposed tolerance levels, it is possible to select VMs

as candidates for MTD deployment. Moreover, the set of results

quantify the benefit of enlarging system architectures. In some

scenarios, the benefit of using large architectures is negligible.

As future works, we intend to investigate the tradeoffs between

security, availability, and performability when applying MTD based

on VM migration scheduling. Besides that, we aim to expand the

evaluations for other scenarios and migration schemes (e.g., more

prominent architectures and different VMmigration scheduling). Fi-

nally, we intend to analyze scenarios with different attack duration

phases duration.
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